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Electroncorrelationsin narrowenergybands
By J. HUBBARD
TheoreticalPhysics Division, A.E.RJE., Harwell, Didcot, Berks
(Communicatedby B. H. Flowers, F.R.S.-Received 23 April 1963)
It is pointed out that one of the main effectsof correlationphenomena in d- and f-bands is
to give rise to behaviour characteristic of the atomic or Heitler-London model. To investigate this situation a simple, approximate model for the interaction of electrons in
narrowenergybands is introduced.The resultsof applying the Hartree-Fock approximation
to this model are examined. Using a Green functiontechnique an approximate solution of
the correlationproblemforthis model is obtained. This solution has the propertyof reducing
to the exact atomic solution in the appropriate limit and to the ordinaryuncorrelatedband
picture in the opposite limit. The condition forferromagnetismof this solution is discussed.
To clarifythe physical meaning of the solution a two-electronexample is examined.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recentyears much attentionhas been given to the theoryof correlationeffects
in the freeelectrongas (Bohm & Pines I953; Gell-Mann& BruecknerI957; Sawada,

Brueckner,
Fukuda & Brout I957; Hubbard 1957, I958; Pines & Nozieres1958).

Apart fromthe intrinsicinterestof this problem, the free electron gas serves as
a model forthe conductionbands of metals and alloys. Transitionand rare-earth
metals have in addition to theirconductionbands partlyfilledd- orf-bands which
give rise to the characteristicpropertiesof these metals. Correlationphenomena
are ofgreatimportancein determiningthe propertiesofthese narrowenergybands,
indeed more importantthan the correspondingeffectsin conduction bands. Unfortunately,however,the free-electron
gas does not provide a good model forthese
bands. Rather, one requires a theory of correlationswhich takes into account
adequately the atomisticnature of the solid. Indeed, in the case of thef-electrons
ofrareearthmetalsit is probable that formostpurposesa purelyatomic (sometimes
referredto as a Heitler-London or localized) model will prove satisfactory.The
same cannot be said, however,ofthe d-electronsoftransitionmetals. It is withone
approach to a theoryof correlationeffectsin the d-bands of transitionmetals that
this paper is concerned.
A theoryofcorrelationeffectsin narrowenergybands is inevitablyofa somewhat
differentnature froma theoryof correlationeffectsin the freeelectrongas. The
electronchargedensityin a d-band is concentratednear the nuclei of the solid and
sparse between the atoms, making it possible to speak with some meaning of an
electronbeing 'on' a particularatom. This circumstancegives rise to the possibility
of an atomic descriptionof the d-band despite its considerable bandwidth. It is,
in fact, found experimentallythat the d-electronsof transition metals exhibit
behaviour characteristicof both the ordinaryband model and the atomic model.
For example, the occurrence of spin-wave phenomena in ferromagneticmetals
and the strongtemperaturedependence of the susceptibilitiesof some transition
metals representpropertieswhich can be understood on the basis of an atomic
[ 238 ]
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model, while the large d-electroncontributionto the low temperaturespecificheat
and the occurrencein ferromagnetsof magneticmomentsper atom which are far
fromintegralnumbersofBohr magnetonsare propertieswhichare easily explained
by band theory.As will be tried to make plausible below, it is correlationeffects
in narrowbands whichlead to the atomic behaviourand it is onlyby takingcorrelation effectsinto account that one can understand how d-electronsexhibit both
kinds of behaviour simultaneously.Thus a theoryof correlationsin d-bands will
be mainly concerned with understanding this situation in greater detail and
determiningthe balance between bandlike and atomic-likebehaviour.
In its most naive formthe atomic theorywould picture a transitionmetal as a
collectionof (say singlycharged) ions immersedin the conductionelectrongas and
interactingwith each other in much the same way as the correspondingions in
salts. If, as is generally supposed, the number of d-electronsper atom is nonintegralthis simplepictureis untenable. However, it is possible to substituteforit
a less restrictivemodel which neverthelessguarantees most of the characteristic
propertiesof the atomic model. It is sufficientto assert that, despite the band
motion of the d-electrons,the electronson any atom are stronglycorrelatedwith
each other but only weakly with electrons on other atoms; such intra-atomic
correlationsare inevitablyofsuch a typeas to make the metal behave to some extent
accordingto the predictionsof the atomic model.
It may be that this situation can be made clear by consideringone or two examples. Considerfirsta partlyfilledd-band of non-interactingelectrons. In such
a systemthe spin ofan atom (that is the total spin of all the electronson that atom)
is a quantitywhichfluctuatesrandomlyin magnitudeand direction,the characteristic time of fluctuationbeing of the orderof the d-electronhoppingtime,i.e. the
time ( - h/A,AX= d-electronbandwidth) in which a d-electronhops fromone atom
its band motion. In this situationit is reasonableto think
to anotherin performing
of the spin being associated with each of the movingd-electrons.
Let us now inquire what effectone might expect the electroninteractionwill
have in this situation.As a guide one may note that Hund's firstrule foratoms indicates that the intra-atomicinteractions are of such a nature as to aline the
electronspins on an atom, so one may expect a similareffectin a metal. Suppose
now that the electronshave theirspins quantized in what will be called the up and
down directionsand that at some instant a given atom has its total spin in the up
direction.Then the intra-atomicinteractionsare, accordingto Hund's rule,of such
a nature that this atom tends to attractelectronswithspin up and repel those with
spin down. In thisway the propertyofan atom on havingtotal spin at some instant
tends to be self-perpetuating.If these intra-atomicforces are strong enough to
produce appreciable correlations,then it follows that the state of total spin up
on an atom may persist for a period long compared with the d-electronhopping
time. This persistence of the atomic spin state is not due to the same up-spin
electronsbeinglocalized on the atom. The actual electronson the atom are always
changingas a result of theirband motion,but the electronmotionsare correlated
in such a way as to keep a preponderanceofup-spinelectronson the atom. In these
circumstances(i.e. if the correlationsare strongenough) one can thinkof the spin
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andthepossibility
as beingassociatedwiththeatomratherthanwiththeelectrons
ofan atomicorHeisenbergmodelemerges.
thepossibilities
ofthesituation.Althoughonemaystill
Thisexampleillustrates
supposetheelectronsto moverapidlyfromatomto atomas assumedin theband
model,theirmotionmay be correlatedin such a manneras to give properties
characteristic
of the atomictheory.In this way one may understandhow the
The degreeofatomic
electronscan exhibitbothtypesofbehavioursimultaneously.
ofthecorrelations.
behaviourexhibiteddependsuponthestrength
A second examplewhichhas been studiedby variousauthors(Slater I937;
Herring 1952; Thompson

1960;

Edwards i962; Kubo, Izuyama & Kim

i962)

is

metals.Theseauthors
in thebandmodelofferromagnetic
thetheoryofspin-waves
showthat the spin-wavecan be regardedas a collectivemotionwhichappears
whenthe electroninteractions
are takenintoaccount. Moreprecisely,the spinwave appearsas a boundstateofan electronof one spinwitha hole ofopposite
spin,therelativemotionoftheelectronand holebeingsuchthattheyspendmost
oftheirtimeon thesameatom. Now,an electronofonespinand a holeofopposite
spinonthesameatomlookjustlikea reversedspinon thatatom,themotionofthe
a motionof the reversedspinfromatom to
pair resembling
boundelectron-hole
atom,whichis just the Heisenbergmodelpictureof a spin-wave.Thus again the
thistimethecorreatomicpictureemergesas a consequenceofcorrelation
effects,
lationbetweenan electronand a hole.
in thenumberofelecYet anotherimportant
exampleconcernsthefluctuation
tronson a givenatom. It is, of course,one of the moreobviousfeaturesof the
atomicmodelthatit assumesthatthereare thesamenumberofelectronson each
electronsbelongingto a band conatom. But one can showthatforuncorrelated
on a givenatom
offinding
n electrons
tainingvstatesperatomthattheprobability
is givenby thebinomialdistribution
v!
n! (v-n)!

3s n

V

3 v\-n

vJ

aboutitsmean
wheresis themeannumberofelectrons
peratom.Thusn fluctuates
value s, the root-mean-squarefluctuationbeing V{s(l - 8/v)} and the frequencyof

fluctuationof the order of an electronhopping time. Now one general effectof
electrostaticinteractionsis a tendencyto even out the electronchargedistribution,
opposingthe build-upofan excess of chargein one place and a deficiencyin another.
Thus the correlationsproduced by the interactionwill be of such a nature as to
reduce the fluctuationin the electronnumberon each atom. It is thistype of correlation which is most importantin the hypotheticalcase of a collection of atoms
arranged on a lattice but widely separated fromeach other. Formally ordinary
band theoryis applicable to such a situation,but the correlationeffectsof the type
discussed above are dominant and make the system behave like a set of isolated
neutral atoms, which is clearlythe correctdescriptionphysically.
It is clear fromthe above discussionthat an importantrequirementofa theoryof
correlationsin narrowenergybands is that it have the propertyof reducingto the
atomic solutionin the appropriatelimit,i.e. when applied to a hypotheticalsystem
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of atoms on a lattice but widely separated fromeach other and interactingonly
weakly. It is one of the purposes of this paper to describe a very simple,approximate theoryhaving this property.Although one has always in mind the case of
d-electrons,the theory to be described is concerned with the case of an s-band
having two states per atom (up and down spin states). The advantage of this particular case is its comparativemathematicalsimplicity.One may expect that some
importantaspects ofthe real (d-electron)case will be missedin a studyofthe s-band
case but may neverthelesshope to obtain some resultsof general application.
It mightseem that in view of the fact that no adequate theoryof correlationsin
freeelectrongases at metallic densities exists at the present time that it is overambitious to attempt a study of the formallymore difficultcase of band electrons.
However, it turnsout that in the case ofnarrowenergybands one can take account
ofthe atomicityofthe electrondistributionto introducea verysimpleapproximate
representationof the electron interactions. This approximate interaction is, in
fact, mathematicallymuch simplerto handle than the Coulomb interactionitself.
This possibilityhas been well known formany years and has been applied to the
spin-wave problem by the authors mentionedin that connexion above, but does
not seem to have been exploited hithertoin connexionwith the general correlation
problem. In ? 2 this approximate interactionand the adequacy of the approximation involved is discussed.
For the sake ofcomparisonwiththeresultsofthe theoryofcorrelationsdeveloped
later, in ? 3 the application of the Hartree-Fock approximation to the simplified
interaction is considered and in particular the condition for ferromagnetism
predictedby Hartree-Fock theoryis examined.
In ??5 and 6 the approximate correlationtheoryforan s-band mentionedabove
is developed. To this end a Green functiontechnique of the type described by
Zubarev (i960) is used; to establishthe notationthe basic definitionsand equations
of this technique are brieflyreviewedin ? 4. In ? 5 it is shown how, using this technique, an exact solution can be obtained in the atomic (zero bandwidth) limit. In
? 6 the same method is applied to the general (finitebandwidth) case to obtain the
approximate solution. In ? 7 the nature and some of the propertiesof this solution
are discussed.
In ? 8 we examine a 2-electronproblem which has been studied previouslyin a
related context(Slater, Statz & Koster I 953) and whichthrowssome lightupon the
physical interpretationof the solution obtained in the precedingsections.
predictedby the new calculation
Finally in ? 9 the conditionforferromagnetism
is discussed. It is foundto be considerablymorerestrictivethan the corresponding
criterionderived fromHartree-Fock theory,and, in fact,can only be satisfiedin
rather special circumstances.
2.

AN APPROXIMATE

REPRESENTATION

OF ELECTRON

INTERACTIONS

In this section the approximate model of electroninteractionsin narrowenergy
bands used in later calculations is described. As pointed out in the introduction,
for reasons of mathematical simplicitythe case of an s-band will be considered.
However, when discussingbelow the validity of the various approximationswhich
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have goneintothe derivationofthe modelwe shall assumewe are dealingwith
metalelectronssincethisis thecase ofrealinterest.
3d-transition
partly-filled
narrows-bandcontaining
n electronsper
Considera hypothetical
ofthebandwillbe denotedby fkand thecorresponding
atom.The Blochfunctions
energyby ek wherek is the wave vector.These wave functionsand energiesare
assumedto have been calculatedin some appropriateHartree-Fockpotential
ofthe s-bandelectronswiththe electronsof
the averageinteraction
representing
otherbandsand the n electronsper atomofthe s-banditself.This Hartree-Fock
so one has thesameenergiesand
potentialwillbe assumedto be spinindependent
wave-functions
forbothspins.
and creationoperatorsforelectronsin the
be the destruction
Now let Ck,, ck+,
Bloch state (k,o), whereo-= + 1 is the spinlabel. Thenthedynamicsoftheelecby theHamiltonian
tronsoftheband maybe describedapproximately
H

= EekCko'Cko
kco

l; (k, k2 i/r|kik2)ck t0ck202
l; k', 0I1t02
+ 1klk2k
-

k2ck;0

1{2(kk'[ 1/rIkk')-(kk'i 1/rI k'k)} vkcck0,

kk' kr

(1)

wherethek sumsrunoverthefirstBrillouinzone (all sumsovermomentain this
in thisway) and where
paperare to be understood
( kk2
~k jl Ir
rj k'k)
' k'2
(k,
Ir

___(X)
_ _ 3fki(X)_

=_ e2

_fk'X(dxdx
y42(x')
_ _ _

(2)

the ordinaryband energiesof the electrons,the
The firsttermof H represents
energy.The lasttermsubtractsthepotentialenergyofthe
secondtheirinteraction
electronsin thatpart of the Hartree-Fockfieldarisingfromthe electronsofthe
s-banditself.Thistermhas to be subtractedoffto avoid countingtheinteractions
of the electronsof the band twice,once explicitlyin the Hamiltonianand also
theHartree-Fockfielddetermining
theek. TheVkaretheassumed
through
implicitly
occupationnumbersofthe statesofthe band in theHartree-Fockcalculation;it
has beenassumedthatup and downspinstatesare occupiedequally.
to transform
theHamiltonianof(1) byintroducing
theWannier
It is convenient
functions
04(x) =

(3)

NXWE 3k(x),
k

whereN is thenumberofatoms. One can thenwrite
V/k(x)

-

N-

E

i

eikeRi

Ri)(4)

(x-

thecreationand
wherethesumrunsoverall theatomicpositionsRi. Introducing
ofspino-intheorbitalstate0 (x -Rj,
destruction
operators
ct,andci,foran electron
one can also write
Ck0 -

N--

i

eikRi ck,

40

= NAge-kRtCt
i
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These resultscan now be used to rewritethe Hamiltonian of (1) as

+I
_il Ticlafjozry
ijkl

i, j a

-

E

ijkl

r

(ijj1!rIjd)=e2f

and

0(X

ctarCa'Ck
(ij | IrIk1)ctiajz

{2(ij I1/rjki) - (ijj 1/rljl)} vjtot

Tij=

where

co-'

(6)
(7)

N-1Eeeeik4(Ri-Rj),
k

RR)0(x-Rk)0

*(x'- RI) ,0(x'-R)d

d,

(S)

P= N-1 E keik.(Rj-Rl).
k

It is now possible to make the essential simplifyingapproximation. Since one is
dealing with a narrowenergyband the Wannier functions0 will closely resemble
atomic s-functions.Furthermore,if the bandwidthis to be small these s-functions
mustforman atomic shellwhichhas a radius small comparedwith the inter-atomic
spacing. From (8) it may be seen that in thiscircumstancetheintegral(ii 1 /rIii) = I
will be much greaterin magnitude than any of the other integrals(8), suggesting
that a possible approximation is to neglect all the integrals (8) apart fromI. If
this approximation, the validity of which is discussed in greaterdetail below, is
made, then the Hamiltonian of (6) becomes
H-z

Tijct cj + 2II

where ni, = ct ci. From (9), vii = N1
to - 'In

E
i, 0-

i.-

-INn2

=constant

ni..n,-I

k

=

E viini.,

(10)

so the last term of (10) reduces

and may be dropped. Equation (10) gives

the approximate Hamiltonian used in the later sections of this paper.
Obviously many approximations, explicit and implicit, have gone into the
derivation of the simplifiedHamiltonian of (10). We will next try to assess the
validity of these approximations when applied to the case of transition metal
3d-electrons.
The most obvious approximationhas been the neglectofall the interactionterms
in (6) otherthan the (ii 1 /rIii) term. For the sake ofcomparisonone may note that
I has the orderof magnitude20 eV for3d-electronsin transitionmetals. The largest
of the neglected terms are those of the type (iji
I/r Iij) where i and j are nearest
neighbours.From (9) theseintegralscan be estimatedto have the orderofmagnitude
(2/R)Ry - 6 eV (R = interatomic spacing in Bohr units). Actually this figure
should be reduced appreciably to allow for the screeningof the interactionsof
electronson differentatoms by the conductionelectrongas. This screeningeffect
may be allowed forapproximatelyby multiplyingthe above estimate by a factor
e-KR where K is an appropriate screeningconstant. In the case of 3d transition
metalse-KR , - 2, reducingthe (ijj 1/rIij) termto the orderof magnitude2 to
3 eV. For the case in which i and j are now nearest neighbours

(ijjl/rlij)

2-1R

Rj1Ry
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whichfalls offrapidlywithincreasingjRj-Rjj on accountof the exponential
(11)
factor.Thus theterm
1 E E (ijI
ij)nin.,
i,j

T,7

in (6) is quiteappreciable,but can, perhapsbe neglectedcomparedto I as a first
approximation.

The nextbiggesttermsneglectedare thoseofthetypes:
(ii| 11rlij) q Ry , eV,
(iji1/rlik) -q Ry -LeV,
(iij 1/rIii) - (ijj 1/rIji) _ q2 Ry '--LeV,

wherei, j and k are all nearestneighboursand q 2 is the overlap charge (in units
of e) between two 3d-electronson nearest neighbour atoms. All the other interaction termsin (6) which have been neglected are smaller still than these which
one sees are already small compared to those of (11).
A different
type of approximationthat has been made is to assume that only the
of
interactions importanceare those betweenthe 3d-electrons(actually betweenthe
electronsof the s-band in the equations above), the interactionswith electronsof
otherbands being representedonly throughthe Hartree-Fock field. One question
concerningthis point is raised at once by the fact that in estimatingthe order of
magnitudeof the terms of (11) allowance was made forthe screeningeffectof the
conductionelectrongas on the interactions.It mightthereforebe inquiredwhether
thereis not a similarscreeningeffectreducingthe magnitudeofI. There is, in fact,
such an effect.Because the speed at whichd-electronsmove fromatom to atom is
slow compared with the velocity of a typical conduction electron the latter can
withthe d-electronsand screentheirfields.Thus, ifa givenatom
correlateefficiently
has an extrad-electronits negative chargewillrepel conductionelectronsproducing
a correlationhole about that atom in the conductionelectrongas. The presenceof
this correlationhole reduces the electrostaticpotential at the atom (and therefore
at each of its d-electrons)by about 5 V, which is equivalent to reducingI by 5 eV.
This reductionis appreciable but does not change the orderof magnitudeof 1.
It mightalso be thoughtthat I will be reduced by the screeningofthe interactions
of the d-electronsby the core electronsand by the d-electronsthemselves.This is
not expected to be a big effect,however,because the kineticenergiesof the orbital
motion of the d-electronsare large compared to I. In fact, one may estimate the
reductionin I due to this effectby noticingthat a similar effectwill occur in free
atoms. In the case of free atoms it has been found that these effectsmake the
F2(3d, 3d) and F4(3d, 3d) parameters (using the notation of Condon & Shortley
determinedfromexperimentabout 10 to 200 smallerthan those calculated
I935)
fromHartree-Fock wave functions(see Watson i960) so one may expect a reduction
in I of a similarorderof magnitude.
It would seem fromthe above discussion,although it may be more realisticto
use in the Hamiltonian of (10) an 'effective'I ( 10eV) ratherthan that given by
the integral (8), the approximationsinvolved in (10) are otherwisenot so poor as
fora theoryofcorrelationswhen suitably
to make it an unreasonablestarting-point
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generalizedfromthe s-band to the d-band case. It may, perhaps,be hoped that the
termsomittedin goingfrom(6) to (10) may be treatedas perturbationson solutions
obtained from(10).
3.

THE HARTREE-FOCK

APPROXIMATION

For the sake of comparisonwith the results of the correlationtheorydeveloped
in later sectionsit is convenientnow to investigatethe resultsobtained by applying
the Hartree-Fock approximation to the Hamiltonian of (10). Actually, we shall
not make an exhaustive study of all possible Hartree-Fock solutions, but will
restrictattention to a particularlysimple class of solutions which may represent
states but not morecomplicatedspin arrangements.
non-magneticor ferromagnetic
A similar restrictionapplies also to the correlatedsolutions investigatedin later
sections.
As is well known, one may obtain the effectiveHartree-Fock Hamiltonian by
'linearizing' the interactionterms in the true Hamiltonian. In the case of the
Harniltonian of (10) this amounts to simply replacing the term n, ni, -, by
ni,<ni, ,> + ni,, <ni,> where<ni,> is the averageof the expectationof ni, over
a canonical ensembleat some temperature?. Dropping the last termof (10) which
has been shown to be a constant,the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian is foundto be
Tijct,cj,+ I

Hof,1

Eni.-

(12)

<ni,_>

Attentionwill now be restrictedto the class of solutionsforwhich
=

<ni,>

Then (12) becomes

Hhf=

E

i, jOi

n0b

forall i.

(13)

Tj cT cj + I E n-. cita

(14)

back to the operators4o, Cka
or, transforming
Hid =

, I {Ck?+In-fal

ko

(15)

CktoCk

which is simplythe Hamiltonian fora collectionof non-interactingelectronswith
a slightlymodifiedband structure,the energyofthe (k, o) state now beingek + In_,
It followsat once that if P(E) is the density of states per atom correspondingto
the band structure6k, then the densities of states p,(E), where o-= + 1, for the
electronsdescribedby the Hamiltonian of (15) are
p,(E)

=

P(E -In-,)

wherethe last step followsfrom

=

P(E-In

(16)

+ In,),

n t + nJ,= n.

(17)

If , is the chemical potential of the electrons,then at the absolute zero of temperatureone will have
n,=

f

p,,(E)dE = f _00 P(E-In+In,)dE.

(18)

_00

The pair of equations (18) must now be solved togetherwith (17) fornt, nl and ,t.
Vol. 276.

i6
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Onepossiblesolutionof(18) is thatforwhich
=

nt

ny=

In,

(19)

a non-magnetic
whichrepresents
stateofthesystem:Itis determined
by
Tn6=r

It

P(E-'In)

dE.

(20)

If I is sufficiently
large it may also be possible to find ferromagneticsolutions
forwhichn f + n . In this case equation (18) musthave two distinctsolutionswhich
are such that they can satisfy (17). The condition that ferromagnetismis just
possible can now easily be seen to be the conditionthat (19) and (20) give a double
solution of (18). But this conditioncan at once be foundfrom(18) to be
(21)

1-IP(It--In).

Thus, if for any E the conditionIP(E) > 1 is satisfied,then for some n and We
determinedby (20) and (21) Hartree-Fock theorypredicts that the system will
become ferromagnetic.It will be foundthat when correlationeffectsare taken into
account one obtains a somewhatmore restrictiveconditionforferromagnetism.

4. A

GREEN FUNCTION TECHNIQUE

In the next two sections an approximate solution of the correlationproblemfor
the Hamiltonian of (10) is derived. The method of calculation is based upon the
Green functiontechnique described by Zubarev (i960). In order to establish the
notation,the principaldefinitionsand basic equations of this technique are briefly
reviewed in this section.
Let X be any operator. Then define

<XZ>_ Z-1tr{X Z-lf-zY}

= tr {e-,8(1'I1-zv)J,

(22)

whereH is the Hamiltonian and N the total numberoperatorsfi = 1/K@,K= Boltzmann's constant, E = absolute temperature and jt = chemical potential of the
electrons.
Now let A(t) = eiHtA(0) e-i~t (in unitsin whichAi= 1) and B(t') be two operators.
Then retarded (+) and advanced (-) Greenfunctionsmay be definedby
<<A (t); B(t')>>(?) = +i0 ? (t-t')} <[A (t),B(t')]v>,

(23)

where [A, B]7 = AB - yBA, y = ? 1 (whicheveris the more convenient),and 0(x)
is the step function0(x) = 1 if x > 0, 0 otherwise.These Greenfunctionscan be
shown to satisfythe equation of motion
d
it <<A (t); B(t')?>(?) =

(t-t') <[A (t),B(t)],7>+ <<[A (t),H]; B(t')>>(?).

(24)

Since <<A(t); B(t')>>(?) are functionsof t - t' only, one can definefor real E the
Fourier transforms

<<A; B>>?)

=

2

f

<<A(t);B(0)>>(?)eiEl dt.
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In the case of the retarded (+) functionthe integral (25) converges also for
complexE providedSE > 0, so <<A; B>>?+) can be definedand is a regularfunction
of E in the upper half of the complex E-plane. Similarly,<<A; B>>(-) is a regular
functionin the lower half of the complex E-plane. One may now define
<<A;

=<<A;

B>>E

B>?%F)

<<A; B>>j-)

if JE > o,
if JE < 0,

(26)

whichwill be a functionregularthroughoutthe whole complex E-plane except on
the real axis. From (24) it can be shown that <<A; B>>E satisfies

E <<A; B>>E =1!2r <[A, B],> + (<[A, H];
It can be shown (Zubarev
<B(t') A(t)> = i lim

(27)

B>>E

that

i960)

J [<(A;
or

-

B>>E+i

<<A; B>>E-ij

e-~~~~~~~~~~~~~iE(t-t')
-

dE.

(28)

Equations (27) and (28) togetherwith the method of approximationdescribed by
Zubarev (i960) formthe essential basis of calculations with these Green functions.
5.

THE EXACT SOLUTION IN THE ATOMIC LIMIT

In this sectionthe application ofthe techniquedescribedin the precedingsection
to the Hamiltonian (10) in the limitingcase of zero bandwidth is discussed. This
limit correspondsto the situation in which the wave functionson differentatoms
have onlya negligibleoverlap,in whichcase one knowsthat the atomic theorygives
the exact solution. It will be shown that in this case the Greenfunctiontechnique
also leads to an exact solution. Of course, forthe Hamiltonian (10) the results of
these calculations are rathertrivial,but they do serve to reveal the essential trick
required to make more elaborate theoriesgo over into the exact atomic solution
in the appropriatelimit.
All effort
willbe concentratedon obtainingan expressionforthe Green'sfunction.
GCk(E) =

(y

<<cjic;Ct?E

-

1),

(29)

since,as is well known,a knowledgeof this Greenfunctionenables one to calculate
pseudo-particle energies,the Fermi energy,free energy,etc. For example, substituting(29) into (28), puttingj = k, t-t' = 0 and summingon j, one obtains for
the mean numbern0.of electronsper atom of spin oathe expression

=Nlim J[Gj~j(Ed-i) - Gj'j(E - i)],/7-

(30

1

fromwhich one may inferthat

p,(E)=

lm
6-o
Du

+

E [G~j(E + e)- G'(E - c)]

(31)

i

i

gives the densityof (pseudo-particle)states per atom of spin o.
Define
T = N-1 ek;

(32)

k

i6-2
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T0is the mean band energy.In the limitofzero bandwidth6k = Toforall k, whence
it followsthat 7il= To0ij and the Hamiltonian (10) becomes
H =oEni+-2fromwhichit followsthat

[ciC,H] = Trci+?Icin -ni,

so equation (27) gives

EW-j(E) =

(E),
8ij + ToGly(E)+ 117Tj

rFj(E) = <<ni c*

where

Enini,

io

i,

Now, [ni,_ ciC,c (]
rFT(E) the equation

Cjcr?E

( =1).

(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

8ijni, ; also from (33) [niC,H] = 0, so (27) gives for

+To ro + I<<n2;-,ci,; ctc>>E.
8ii<ni,-,Y>

o-i17T\

2JTT
=
E?,J(

At this point one may notice that since n4
so (37) can be solved at once to give
-(.

2i
27T

=

(37)

ni, the last termof (37) is just I171,
<nli, -r>
ToE0-I

(8
(38)

The usual infinitesequence of equations of the type (27) involvinghigherand
higher order Green functionshas been avoided here by the simple observation
that the last termof (37) can be expressedin termsof rFJ.It is this possibilitythat
enables one to obtain an exact solution in the presentcase and solutionsreducing
to the correctsolutionin the zero bandwidth limitin the general case discussed in
the next section.
It followsfromthe definition(22) and the symmetryof the problem that <nat>
is independent of i and o, so one has at once <nt> = ln. Using this result and
substituting(38) into (35) one obtains
j(E)

= 27

(E-To

E-T0-}

(39)

whichgives at once from(31)
p,(E)

-(1-in) &(E-TO) + 1n8(E-To-I).

(40)

Thus the calculation shows that the systembehaves as thoughit has two energy
levels To and To+ I containing1--in and In states per atom respectively.Thus as
electronsare added to the band, initiallythe Fermi-energywill be fixedati
To
whilst the lower level fillsup. The lower level will become full when 'n
1-n,
i.e. n = 1, and the chemicalpotential/,thenjumps to /,= To+ I whilstthe remaining electronsare added. This is just the correctresult.As electronsare added they
will (at 0 = 0) distributethemselveson differentatoms giving,u = To until when
n = 1 thisis no longerpossible and any furtherelectronsadded have to go on atoms
which have already one electronso ftjumps to To+ I. A similardiscussion can be
given forother propertiessuch as specificheat, behaviour in a magnetic field,at
0 = 0 and at finitetemperatures;in all cases the Green functionsolution yields
the correctresultfora collectionof isolated atoms.
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PROBLEM

In this section the correlationproblemforthe Hamiltonian (10) will be studied
in the finitebandwidth case by the same technique used in the last section. In the
present calculation, however, certain additional terms appear which have to be
treated approximatelyto obtain a solution.
Returningto the Hamiltonian (10), one finds
[cioHH] =
=
[ni.) AH]

T.j cjC+ Ini, ci,

j

(41)

ETij (clo- cj, - Ctjc

(42)

so the equation forG'Tdefinedby (29) becomes
EGq.(E)= 2

ij +ETi

(43)

where FPTis again definedby (36), but now satisfiesthe equation

EFPj(E) =

<ni

+To

+IrT.

? E Tik <<ni, -_C0k;

Cj?>>E

kEi

?

E

kti

T.e{?<cit

rek-o-Cio

C>?E

-?4Ce

_Ci,

7i,;

CI.>>E}.

(44)

The term IriF has been obtained by using n2;_<= , while the term ToFIT
has been obtained by separating out the i = k part of the fourthterm. The first
threetermsare identical with those of (37) while the latter pair of termsvanish in
the zero band-widthlimit. Thus, whatever approximations are made in the last
pair of termsof (44), one will obtain a theorythat goes over into the exact solution
in the zero bandwidthlimit.
In orderto break offthe sequence of Green functionequations an approximate
expressionwillbe substitutedforthelast pair oftermsin (44). These approximations
are obtained by the methodsindicated by Zubarev, and are given by
ackd;
<<ni,
<<Ci'

r
c'k,

<ni,-C>Go'(E);

(45)

<CckCk>G"j(E);

(46)

<<Ct _Ci,_Ci;ct
Ct>>
<CCi,-0> Gq'.(E).

(47)

c?>>E

aCid; CL>E

By making these approximations one obtains what is practically the crudest
theory possible consistentwith the condition that it reduces to the correctzero
bandwidth limit. One shortcomingof the theorywhich arises fromthese approximations is pointed out in ? 8.
Other importantphysical effectsneglected as a consequence of these approximations are associated with collectivemotionsof the spin-wave type (see authors
cited in the Introduction)and zero-soundtype (Landau 1957).
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With the approximations(46), (47), the last termof (44) vanishesas a consequence
of translationalsymmetry,since
=

E2 Tie (ct. -ic Ck>

k +i

N-1
=Nb-1

L'

i, k

Ti

Ck,->

<ci,

ETik<Ck

_'ci,

k~i

i, k

where Ti = Tki which follows from Xk=
double sum with the termi = k omitted.
In (45) we will now put
<ni=

6-k

f>

=

E

Tik <Ck,-SiC>

has been used, and L' means the
isk

no,

(48)

which followsfromtranslationalsymmetry.Strictlyspeaking it followsfromthe
symmetryof the problem that nr is independent of a' and thereforeequal to 21n.
However, it would seem intuitivelyevident that when solutions of the equations
withnt + n l exist,these solutionsare connectedwith the possible ferromagnetisni
of the system (provided they have lower energythan the non-magneticsolution).
One can, perhaps,rationalize this situation by imaginingthat a minute magnetic
field is applied to the system; this field destroysthe symmetrybetween up and
down spin, but is so small that it can be neglected in the calculations. To discuss
thissituationin detail would go farbeyondthe scope and intentofthepresentpaper.
It may be remarkedthat a similarsituation exists in the zero bandwidth case discussed in the preceding section, but that nothing new would be found there by
consideringsolutionsforwhich nt 1 n J. One mightalso inquirewhethermeaning
can be assigned to solutions (forbiddenby symmetry)for which <ni> is not independentofi or even forwhichquantitieslike <ctKcj -,> do not vanish. The answer
would seem to be that these solutions correspondto the possibilitiesof antiferromagnetism,spiral spin arrangements,etc., but only solutions fallingunder (46)
will be investigatedhere.
Substitutingthe approximations(45) to (47) into (44) one obtains
EPT. = n_,-6ij Jr (To + I ) rtj+ en-,E TzZGkj,

(49)

2ir~~~~~~

whence

P(E)

E=

{2TT+

(G0)}
E2kG7C

which when substitutedinto (43) gives
EGOj(E)
?

=

ToG j +G?
j \I} ~~E-To-IJ 27T

(51)

k7c-r!i

This equation may be solved by Fourier transformation.Writing
GC'(E) =

1E Go(q,E) exp [iq.
(Ri-Rj)]

(52)

q

and using (7), one obtains from(51)
EGG(q, E) = ToGo(q,E) + I +

In,

+ (c,-TO)
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C-(q E) =

I
E-To-1I(-n-,f)
2nrN(E -eq) (E -To -I ) + nazi1(TO -Xc)'
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(54)

which gives the approximate solution to the correlationproblem which has been
sought. The propertiesof this solution are discussed in the next section.
7. PROPERTIES

OF THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION

The general nature of the solution given by (54) will next be investigated. The
expression(54) forGlr(E)is a rationalfunctionofE and may be resolvedinto partial
fractionsaccording to
1

Go'{qEE 2 1)-

(2)q

E(')-To-I (l

Eq-- -2

n
)
En(q2)-T

-1(1-n)n
E-X()

(55)

whereE(1) < E(2) are the two roots of
(E:-)

(E-To-I)

It can be shown that E(1) <

r+ nI(TO

To+1I(l-n-,)

Go(q,E)

=

-e)

= 0.

(56)

< E2), so (56) has the form

2 AqN
{ETEg+)+

EEA'

(57)

with A('), A(2) > 0. If one had AM = A(2) = 1, then the expression (57) would be
the Green functionappropriate to a band structurehaving two bands with the
E(2). The effectofthe factorsA( cannot be given
dispersionlaws E = E-() and E
any verysimpleinterpretationbeyond sayingthat theyreduce the densityofstates
in each band in such a way that the total numberof states per atom in both bands
togetheris just l and not 2 as it would be if A0-)= A(2) 1. One may see this
directlyby noticingthat from(31) and (52) one has
p(E)

=

i lim
e>O +

E

q

{GC(q,E + ic) - Ga(q, E - i6)},

(58)

which gives on substitutionof the expression(57) forGf(q, E)

pa(E) = NI1 Eq {A(1)8[E-E(1)] + A(2)6[E-E(F2)]},
and finallynotingthat
A()+ A(2) = 1.

(59)
(60)

The generalformoftheband structureEl), E(2)given by (56) is sketchedin figure1.
In the limitI -?0, the lower E(1) curve goes over into APX and at the same time
A0)-1 Ialong AP and A(') O along PX. Similarly,the upper curve goes over
into BP Y, A-(2) 1 along PY. Thus as the interactionis switchedoffthe two portions AP and P Y combine to make up the unperturbedband structure,the other
parts disappearing. That Go(E) goes over into the unperturbedGreen function
(2ITN)-1 (E - cq)-1 as I -? 0 can also be seen directlyfrom(54).
In the limit of zero bandwidth,cq -? To,the E(1), E(2) curves become flat and go
into E(1) = To, E(2) = T0+ 1, giving the two levels containing (1-n-,) and n_,
states respectivelydiscussed in ? 5, the expression(59) going over into that of (40)
afterq-summation.
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Next, a more explicit expressionthan (59) forp,(E) will be derived. From (55)
and (58) one can obtain aftera littlemanipulationthe formula

--n_)IN-1 q8[(E-cq) (E-To-IJ) ? In-(To-cq)]

po.(E) = IE-To -I(1
=

f

-=

dtIE-To-I(1-nlf)II[(E
dtP(t)8

-)(tE-oJ

(EET-q-J)+InP0

-I)+In(,(To-t)]N-1

M

[t-eq]

?t]
(61)

_ P{g(E, n_)},

B-q

B

E)(2

A E=Eq

FIGURE

where

Brillouinzone
boundary

qo-

q=O

1. A sketchof a typicalpseudo-particleband structureEql) Eq2) APY gives
the unperturbedband structurewhileBPX is the line E = To + I.

g(E,nJ) = E-In

-E- 1_,,(1n-,,)

(62)

P(E) = WN1,(E-eq)
(63)
q
is the densityof states correspondingto the band structure6k.
Thus p,(E) is obtained fromP(E) by the simple transformation(61), (62). This
transformationis illustrated graphically in figure2 which shows a typical g(E)
curve and the projectionof P(E) into p,(E). In the limitI - 0 the curve g(E) goes
over into the straightline AOB. The splittingof the band into two parts is seen to
be due to the infinityof g(E) at E = To+ I(l -nJ).
In order to obtain some feel for the propertiesof the solution, it is, perhaps,
useful to consider the simple example given by the 'square' density of states
formula
P(E) = 1/A if To-'A < E < T0+'A
and

=0

otherwise,
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forwhich one easily finds
p,,(E) = 1/A if EWCl,_.< E < EC1,1

if E0> < E <E1l,,

or
where (soe,
5=

=0

(65)

otherwise,

? 1)
E0, = To?+
-I?lA+ xV

-i/AIn- }.
/{(-I21-%l/A)2+

One may note that since (E1, I-E1,1)
+ (El, 1-E1, l)
containsjust one state per atom as it must.

ofP(E)

eprofile

~

*

~

-I

band

oB

S(E)e lo,
p

A, the p,(E)

(66)

~~~
Ed
~

E-

J-I.

FIGURE2. A sketchof a typical g(E, n) curve. The projectionof the unperturbeddensityof
statesfunction
P(E) intothepseudo-particle
densityofstatesp,(E) is indicated.

= in
solutionsforwhich Ofnt
Turningattentionnow to non-mragnetic
will
in? 9), theFermni
be
detersolutionswillbe considered
energy
(ferromragnetic
It
,
minedby the equation
in In)} P{g(E,
dEd
(67)

ThusIt increasesas electronsare added untilthe lowerband is just full. It will

then ju2Ap discontinuouslyas furtherelectrons are added and then continue to
increase smoothlyuntil the whole band is full. If Ety
of,Esin. are the highestand
from
see
at
structure
can
once
one
lowestenergiesofthe band
figure2 that this
jurp
occurs froma value , to a value ju, at a densityn, determinedby the equations

Emax.= g(jt,.2nic),
Emin.= 9(/->,Zinc),
=

J
_00

P{g(E, 1n)}dE(

wherein (68) the smallerand in (b9) the largerroot must be taken.
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In general ne + 1, but in the case of the density of states curve (64), the symmetrybetween electronsand holes or, to be more precise,the fact that in this case
P(E) has the propertyP(2To - E) = P(E), requires that n, = 1, giving a discontinuityin ,a of
/(I2+ A2) - IA,
(70)
which goes to 0 as I

-?

0 and tends to I as A -l- 0.
8. A TWO-ELECTRON

EXAMPLE

In orderto obtain a betterphysicalunderstandingofthe solutionobtained in the
precedingsections, and in particular how the band splits into two parts, it is instructiveto considerthe problem of two electronsmoving and interactingin the
mannerdescribedby the Hamiltonian (10). Essentially the same problemhas been
consideredby Slater etal. (I953) who were mainlyinterestedin the effectof correlations on the conditionforferromagnetism.
Denote by 3fr(i,
j) the spatial wave functionof an eigenstateof the two electron
system,I1/i(j, j) 12measuringthe probabilityof findingone electronon atom i and
the other on atom j. Of the 4N2 possible states of the system3N2 are spin triplets
for which 7f(i,j) =-?f-(j, i), and the other N2 are singlet states for which
?4(i,j) = ?f(j, i). If #-(i,
j) is an eigenstatewith energyE of the Hamiltonian (10),
then
El(i, 1j)= E %TkV(, j) ? Z TIk Vf(t, k) ?ij/(i,
+
i).
(71)
k

k

Since for the tripletstates #f
(i,i) = 0, the last term of (71) vanishes for these
states, so the tripletstates are quite undisturbedby the interaction.This is simply
because the Hamiltonian (10) only contains interactions between electrons of
opposite spin. Thus attentioncan be restrictedto the singletstates.
In the singletcase we now write

j) = N-1E
V/'(i,

E

K k

(k, K) exp{iK. (Ri + Rj) + 1ik. (RX-R3)}.

(72)

Substitutingthis into (71) and using (7) one obtains

EqS(kK)

=eK+ik

+ C-Ak}

qS(k,K) + IN 1E5(k, K).

(73)

Thus solutionswith different'total momentum' K are not coupled to each other,
a consequence of translationalsymmetry.From (73) one has at once

IN1' E0 (k',K)
50(kn
K)-E
whence

1(75)

k-'
E-cKx+ik-eKk

(74)
(74

NE-6x+1k-e1K-2k

gives the energylevels fora given K.
The nature of the solutions of equations of the type (75) are well known. The
equation has N roots. The right-handside has infinitiesat the N energiesgiven by
E = 6K+K?k
+6Ksk
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for the N values of k, so there are (N - 1) roots trapped between these infinities.
These N - 1 roots lie in the unperturbedenergyband given by (76). There is one
otherroot. For largeenoughI thisrootis quite separate fromthe band (76), forming
a 'bound' state. When I is large compared to the width of the band (76), this root
is given by To + I as may easily be seen from(75). For small I this 'bound' state
does not separate fromthe band (76).
Thus forlarge I there are N(N - 1) singlet 'scattering' states lying in the unperturbedband and N 'bound' states (one foreach of the N values K) with high
energy. In the limit I -- oc the latter states disappear altogether.This is a result
of an 'excluded' volume effectof the type familiarfromvan der Waals's equation.
When I -> oc no two electronscan be on the same site. Thus ifone electronis already
present(in any one ofitsN possible states) and anotherelectronis added, thenthere
are only N - 1 states available to this second electron,whence it followsthat there
are only N(N - 1) possible states available to the two electronsystemratherthan
the N2 possible states fora pair of non-interactingelectrons.When I is large but
finitethe remainingN states reappear with high energy. One may now surmise
that when m electronsare already presentthen only N - m states are available (in
the limit I -- co) to any furtherelectron added to the system,the remainingm
states reappearingwith high energywhen I is finitebut large. In this way one can
understandhow the two bands of figure1 arise. The lower band is essentiallythe
unperturbedband with some states excluded, these states reappearingin the upper
band.
This example reveals a weaknessofthe approximatesolutionof? 6. The discussion
forthe 'bound ' statesto separate,
givenabove onlyapplies whenI is sufficientlylarge
but the solutionof? 6 gives a splittinginto two bands forall non-zeroI. Obviously
the approximationis over-estimatingthe importanceof correlationeffectsforsmall
I, presumably as a consequence of the drastic approximations of equations (45)
to (47).
9.

THE CONDITION FOR FERROMAGNETISM

In ?3 the condition for ferromagnetismpredicted by Hartree-Tock theory
was considered. Here the way in which this condition is affectedwhen correlation effects are taken into account (in the approximation of ? 6) will be
examined.
to be morerestrictivein a theory
One expects the conditionforferromagnetism
which takes into account correlationeffectsthan in Hartree-Fock theory. The
reason is simply that ferromagnetismoccurs when the (free) energyof the ferromagneticallyalined state is less than that of the non-magneticstate. Now, when
correlationeffectsare taken into account it is mainly the correlationsbetween
electronswith anti-parallel spin which are being introduced since electronswith
parallel spin are already kept apart by the Fermi-Dirac statistics even in the
Hartree-Fock approximation. Thus the introductionof correlation effectswill
states,
lowerthe energyofnon-magneticstates morethan that ofthe ferromagnetic
more stringent.This is indeed found
and so make the conditionforferromagnetism
to be the case.
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Using the formula (61) for the density of states and the condition (17), no is
determinedat the absolute zero of temperatureby the condition

n=.

f_P{g(E, n

-

(77)

n,)} dE,

which is the analogue of (18); ,uis determinedby the condition(17). One can now
take over the discussion of the condition for ferromagnetismin Hartree-Fock
theorygiven in ? 3 almost word forword. One findsthat the conditionthat ferromagnetismjust be possible is that nt = n, = ln is a double solutionof (77). This
conditionis just (67) togetherwith
-2

-

a

a [P{g(E, n)}]dE.

(78)

It is difficultto picture the condition (78) without referenceto some specific
densityof states functionP(E). Considerthen the densityof states functiongiven
by (64). In this case Hartree-Fock theorygives accordingto (21) the conditionfor
(79)
ferromagnetism
I > A
independentlyof n. To investigatethe formtaken by the condition(78) in this case
one may note that the densityof states formula(65) can also be written

po(E) = (/1A){O(E-EE

,1)-O(E-E

1,)+ O(E-EE, -1)-O(E-E

)}, (80)

which when substitutedinto (78) gives
AJz

?ifii
dn+8

dy

E-

i)dE.

(81)

in the lower band, EC 1,-1 < A < E11 (one need only consider this case
because of the symmetrybetweenelectronsand holes) then this conditionbecomes

If

at is

1
<1 I <l.
A an ,(2
or, using the formula(66) with n_ = In

V{(I J+IA)2- lnAI}

(82)

(83)

Since ,a is in the lower band one must have n < 1. But forn < I the condition(83)
cannot be satisfiedfor any I and A. Thus the approximate correlationtheoryof
is not possible forthe density of states function
? 6 predicts that ferromagnetism
of (64) even thoughHartree-Fock theorygives the condition(79).
It might now be inquired whether the impossibilityof ferromagnetismin a
general consequence which can be deduced fromthe approximate solution of ? 6.
That the answerto this question is no, can be demonstratedat once by giving an
is possible.
example of a densityof states functionP(E) forwhichferromagnetism
Considerthe densityof states function
P(E) = 1/d if To- A < E < To--!A + 8

if To+;A-a<E<To0+4A

or
=0

(84)
otherwise,
which representstwo square bands of width ad symmetricallydisposed about To.
This densityof states mightbe thoughtof as an approximationto a more general
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densityof states functionwhich has two high peaks at each end of the band and
a low densityof states in between. By a discussionsimilarto that given above for
the densityof states function(64) one may show that forsmall g the conditionfor
is
ferromagnetism
IAI

'

(85)
V{( + 1/A)2 -QAI}'
which can always be satisfiedby making 6 small enough.
From thisexample some impressioncan be gained ofwhat conditionsare favourable to ferromagnetism.It is clear that (85) can only be satisfiedif a is somewhat
smallerthan A fromwhichone may inferthat it is necessarythat the Fermi energy
be in a part ofthe band in whichthe densityofstates is rathergreaterthan the mean
densityof states throughoutthe band. Further,one may note that since the righthand side of (85) is a monotonicincreasingfunctionof A, forfixeda the condition
(85) is more easily satisfiedfor large A. This suggests that the most favourable
condition for ferromagnetismis when the Fermi energylies in a high density of
states peak which is well away fromthe centreof gravityof the band, and that a
high density of states peak in the middle of the band would be ineffectivein
producingferromagnetism.
Finally, one may note that since for the band structure (85) p(,a) = 1/1,the
condition(85) can formallybe written
1 < Iex.P(I)
(86)
analogous to (21) provided one definesan 'effectiveintra-atomicexchange energy'

Iex.by

1_AX
IX.

4V{( I-iA)2-

nAI}

(87)

Ile is always less than I, the reduction being due to the weakening of exchange
interactionsby correlationeffects.From (87) one sees that even when I becomes
very large ex. never becomes much greaterthan the bandwidthA.
The author thanks Dr P. W. Anderson for a very helpfuldiscussion on certain
S
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